Final Program for first Cambridge-Columbia-NYU Workshop in British history

Heyman Center
Columbia University
5-7 April 2015

Saturday April 4: UK visitors arrive, everyone is on their own for dinner

SUNDAY APRIL 5

9:00 Meet at the Heyman Center; coffee and bagels available from 9am

9:30 Introductions

10:00-12:00 Locating the field (Chair: Guy Ortolano)
How did we come to our projects? Do we think there is a “canon”? Is this a field? What field?

12:00-1:00 Lunch (provided)

1:00-2:15 First chapter/paper discussion
Nicole Longpre, comments by Tom Cordiner and Lottie Hoare

2:30-3:45 Second chapter/paper discussion
Alex Campsie, comment by Andrew Seaton

3:45-4:15 Break (coffee and cookies)

4:15-5:30 Third chapter/paper discussion
Laura Carter, comment by Alma Igra

6:00 Drink at Bernheim & Schwartz, followed by pre-arranged small group dinners

MONDAY APRIL 6

9:00 Coffee and bagels

9:30-10:45 Fourth chapter/paper discussion
S.W. Kim, comment by Madeline Woker

11:00-12:15 Fifth chapter/paper discussion
Laura Quinton, comment by Jess Hope
12:15-1:45  Lunch break

2:00-3:45  The job market and teaching expectations: the US and UK compared
        Chairs: Susan Pedersen and Peter Mandler; Speakers: Tim Rogan, Toby
        Harper (Assistant Professor, Providence College), Penny Sinanaglou
        (Assistant Professor, Wake Forest), and others.

3:45-4:00  Break (coffee and cookies)

4:00-5:15  Job market and teaching expectations, continued

5:30-6:30  Planning for next workshop and for fall book group, over wine and cheese

7:00   Group dinner for workshop participants at Lido

**TUESDAY APRIL 7**

9:30   Coffee and bagels

10:00-12:00  Session with Sharon Marcus (English, Columbia) and Florence Sutcliffe-
            Braithwaite (History, Cambridge) on use of sources, with particular
            attention to diaries, survey data, autobiographies.  Point people: Emily
            Rutherford, Hannah Woods, and a group of graduate students in literary
            studies who will join us.

12:00-1:00  Lunch (provided) with English department and area graduate students

*For the next workshop, in Cambridge, details TBA:*
*Paper presentations include Hannah Wood and Emily Rutherford. Sessions include one on media sources (point person Lottie Hoare) and one on public history.*